xpression of B cell-specific activation-induced cytidine deaminase (AICDA) 3 in germinal center (GC) B cells is required for generating somatic hypermutation (SHM) of Ig genes and affinity maturation of Abs during an immune response (1, 2) . AICDA-deficient B cells can undergo a GC reaction but fail to accumulate mutations in the Ig variable regions following immunization (3) . The lack of mutation may contribute to shifts in the H and L chain repertoires (4) . Although AICDA is critical for SHM, other mechanisms contribute to the overall mutational pattern (5) and some mutations may occur independent of AICDA (1, 3) . However, the nature of the mutations in the absence of AICDA and the relationship between AICDA-induced mutations and those owing to the activity of other mechanisms, such as error-prone polymerase (POL) , are not known.
AICDA preferentially deaminates Cs in the WRCY motif (W ϭ A/T, R ϭ A/G, Y ϭ C/T) in both DNA strands (6 -9) and is directly associated with generating the G/C mutation spectrum. The targeting mechanism of AICDA and certain features of Ig H chain gene CDR, such as the presence of overlapping targeted motifs, are associated with favoring CDR as opposed to framework region (FR) mutations and also replacement (R) substitutions that impact the Ag binding site (8, 10) and enable affinity maturation.
The A/T mutation spectrum is associated with the activity of error-prone POL that preferentially targets A residues in the WA motif. Linkage between AICDA and POL activity was suggested by a detailed analysis of mutation patterning showing that mutations of POL -targeted WA motifs were increased when these motifs overlapped AICDA-targeted RGYW motifs (N. S. Longo, P. L. Lugar, S. Yavuz, W. Zheng, P. H. L. Krijger, D. E. Russ, A. C. Grammer, and P. E. Lipsky, manuscript submitted for publication). This pattern of mutations suggested that the AICDAinduced U:G lesions may foster additional mutation in adjacent residues through the recruitment of a WA/TW motif mutator, such as POL . Consistent with this mechanism, POL deficiency results in a loss of mutations in WA motifs in AICDA-targeted WRCY/RGYW motifs (11) . However, because POL deficiency also results in a loss of WA mutations remote from RGYW/ WRCY motifs, it is possible that this error-prone POL might also have an AICDA-independent function.
To characterize the mutational pattern that occurs in the absence of AICDA and to explore the relationship between AICDA and POL in more detail as well to characterize the mutational pattern that occurs in the absence of AICDA, we analyzed the H chain and L chain mutations from three AICDA-deficient patients. We focused on mutations in nonproductive rearrangements that are not influenced by selection to identify mutational mechanisms. There was a significant reduction in the frequency of mutations, but still significantly more than could be anticipated in genes of non-B cells. Many of the mutations could be attributed to non-targeted AICDA-independent cytidine deamination resulting in a loss of targeting of mutations to CDRs. The mutation pattern in AICDA deficiency was biased toward transitions and lacked mutations in POL -targeted WA motifs, indicating that AICDA is necessary for the recruitment of POL and also uracil-DNA glycosylase (UNG) during SHM.
Materials and Methods

Patient samples and cell preparation
Three AICDA-deficient patients donated peripheral blood samples after signing informed consent forms in accordance with institutional review board-approved protocols. The control samples (12) (13) (14) and aicda mutations and Ig levels for each patient (P4 age 11, P5 age 7, and P6 age 21) have been described previously (3) . Blood mononuclear cells were isolated on Ficoll gradients and stained with mouse IgG1 anti-human CD19 PE (BD Biosciences), mouse IgG2 anti-human IgD FITC (BD Pharmingen), or goat anti-human IgD FITC (Caltag Laboratories) and anti-CD27-PE and isotype controls (BD Pharmingen). Patient mononuclear cells were sorted into CD19 ϩ or CD19 ϩ CD27 Ϫ and CD19 ϩ CD27 ϩ subsets using a BD Biosciences FACSVantage SE DiVa or a MoFlo Cell Sorter (Dako Cytomation). Sorted populations were 94 -98% pure.
Single-cell PCR
Aliquots of approximately one cell were diluted in buffer (10 mM NaCl, 5 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8) at 25°C, and 0.1% Triton X-100) containing 0.4 mg/ml proteinase K (Sigma-Aldrich), and genomic DNA from individual cell lysates was linearly amplified using random 15-mer (Qiagen). Aliquots of the preamplification product were used as template for internal and external nested amplification of the transcribed strand using V H 3, V H 4, and V H 1 H chain-specific upstream primers and downstream J H -specific primers as described previously (14) . The AICDA Ϫ/Ϫ L chains were analyzed with V1, V2, and V3, and V1-, V2-, and V3-specific primers as described previously (15, 16) .
Sequencing analysis
PCR products were separated by electrophoresis on 1.2% agarose gels, purified (Edge Biosystems), and directly sequenced using the Applied Biosystems Prism Big Dye Terminator Cycle Sequencing Kit. PCR products were directly sequenced using on an automated capillary sequencer (Applied Biosystems Prism 3100 Genetic Analyzer).
Database
The analysis included 105 nonproductive and 636 productive rearrangements from normal donors that included CD19 
Mutation analysis
Nonproductive and productive V H DJ H rearrangements were determined by using the JOINSOLVER sequence and mutation analysis program (17) . Enumeration of nucleotides used an algorithm that takes into consideration the finding that some bp positions in the germline genes reside within more than one motif and/or within ambiguous motifs (i.e., AGCT is a RGYW and WRCY motif; TA is a WA and TW motif). This approach avoided a subjective bias in motif nucleotide designation, but also was the source of noninteger values.
Seven new polymorphisms within codons 25- 
Statistical analysis
The 2 test and the p Ͻ 0.05 limit were used to determine statistically significant differences. The ratio of nucleotide mutational targeting inside the motif vs mutation of the nucleotide outside the motif was used to compare differences between AICDA and normal donors (see Table III and Fig. 2A ).
Calculation of the PCR error rate
The PCR error of this technique was initially demonstrated to be 1 ϫ 10
Ϫ4
by amplifying an unmutated germline Ig sequence 96 times using the same amplification and sequencing conditions used here (19) Table I ). The overall mutation frequency was 40-fold less than that of normal controls, whereas the mutation frequency of mutated sequences was only 6.8-fold less than normal controls. Most of the mutated nonproductive AICDA Ϫ/Ϫ sequences had a unique, single-nucleotide substitution, except four sequences that contained two mutations. In the mutated productive repertoire, 100 (96%) of 104 rearrangements had one to two mutations, three sequences had three mutations, and one sequence had four mutations. These mutations clearly were not polymorphisms and occurred at approximately a 10-fold higher frequency than the PCR error for this method (6 mutations of 75,182 bp; 8 ϫ 10 
Ig-hypermutable motifs are not mutated in AICDA Ϫ/Ϫ B cells
Because mutations do occur in Ig genes in the absence of AICDA, we next characterized the frequency of mutation in Ig-hypermutable motifs, particularly those in the nonproductive rearrangements that are not influenced by positive and negative selection. An increased focus of mutations in any of the four bases constituting WRCY (W ϭ A/T, R ϭ A/G, Y ϭ C/T) and the inverse complementary motif RGYW are the hallmarks of AICDA-dependent SHM (22, 23) . In the nonproductive repertoire, the percentage of mutations that occurred in WRCY motifs was significantly ( p ϭ 0.004) reduced compared with normal controls (3% vs 16%; Table  II) . Similarly, the frequency of mutations in RGYW (10%) was no greater than that expected from random chance (12.5%) and significantly less than in normal controls (24%, p ϭ 0.03). The frequency of mutations in either motif (13%) was also significantly ( p ϭ 0.01) less than in normal B cells (40%). These motifs become hot spots for hypermutation primarily because of AICDA targeting C in WRCY on both strands of DNA (N. S. Longo, P. L. Lugar, S. Yavuz, W. Zheng, P. H. L. Krijger, D. E. Russ, A. C. Grammer, and P. E. Lipsky, manuscript submitted for publication and Refs. 7, 9, and 24). In the AICDA-deficient B cells, the hypermutable nucleotides (C in WRCY and G in RGYW, which represents an AICDA attack on the opposite strand) were not targeted for mutation more frequently than mutation of C or G residues anywhere else in the H chain variable segment (Table III) , consistent with a complete loss of AICDA activity in these subjects. By comparison, there was nearly 4-fold more targeting of these specific nucleotides inside WRCY/RGYW motifs in normal B cells. A similar loss of G/C mutational targeting was noted in the AICDA Ϫ/Ϫ L chain rearrangements ( Fig. 2A) . These results indicate that the preferential targeting of the C in WRCY (and G in RGYW) is completely dependent on AICDA activity and provides the opportunity to examine the AICDA dependence of other known components of the SHM machinery.
Loss of POL mutational targeting in AICDA Ϫ/Ϫ B cells
There is substantial evidence that error-prone POL plays a significant role in SHM (11, 25, 26) . Analysis of Ig gene mutational patterns from individuals deficient in POL has indicated that this polymerase specifically targets the A in WA motifs, (11, 27) and preferentially targets the TA dinucleotide (N. S. Longo, P. L. Lugar, S. Yavuz, W. Zheng, P. H. L. Krijger, D. E. Russ, A. C. Grammer, and P. E. Lipsky, manuscript submitted for publication).
More recently, evidence of WA mutations overlapping RGYW motifs suggested that POL may be recruited to the site of the AICDA-induced lesion during mismatch repair in normal human B cells. In support of the human data, transgenic mice with SHM substrates acquired the capacity to acquire A/T mutations only when the substrate contained an AICDA-targeted cytosine (28) . To examine the role of POL in the absence of AICDA, we examined mutations in WA motifs in the H chain genes of the AICDA Ϫ/Ϫ B cells. WA motif mutations (10%) were no more frequent than that expected from random mutation (12.5%) and were significantly less frequent than WA motif mutations found in normal B cells (Table II) . Notably, mutations of the hypermutable A in WA motifs were no more frequent than A mutations elsewhere in the variable segment, indicating that POL activity was greatly reduced (Table III) . Similar results were noted with L chain rearrangements ( Fig. 2A) .
Despite reduced targeting in all hypermutable motifs, mutations in RGYW motifs appeared to be positively selected as indicated by the increased mutation frequency in the V H productive compared with nonproductive repertoires (Table II) . A similar trend was observed with the other motifs, but significant differences were not found. Therefore, some form of selection is intact, although this is not evident in normal controls in which a large number of mutations have been analyzed, presumably because large numbers of mutations of Ig genes may disable the Ig molecule and contribute to B cell loss.
Mutations in AICDA Ϫ/Ϫ B cells are not associated with a new consensus mutation motif
Although the known hypermutable motifs were not targeted in AICDA Ϫ/Ϫ B cells, there was the possibility that another motif 
CD27
ϩ B cells which represent normal unmutated and mutated populations in peripheral blood. The mutation frequencies were calculated from the number of mutations/total number of bases analyzed or from the total number of bases analyzed from mutated sequences only.
b Significant ( p Ͻ 0.0001) difference between AICDA Ϫ/Ϫ and normal donors. was targeted. To address this question, the Ig sequences were divided into oligomers, each of which contained a mutated nucleotide from the AICDA Ϫ/Ϫ B cells in the context of five nucleotides flanking both sides of the mutation. The sequences were interrogated for shared motifs by using the web-based Genio/logo program (http://www.biogenio.com/logo/logo.cgi). This procedure failed to identify a motif within which residual mutations occurred (data not shown). Other potential patterns of mutational activity were investigated, such as UV-induced dipyrimidine substitutions or oxidative damage generating mutations of guanine dinucleotides, but no pattern with a mutation frequency greater than normal was found (data not shown). We concluded that the major mutation mechanism in AICDA Ϫ/Ϫ was a random event involving individual Ig gene nucleotides.
Mutational targeting of CDRs is decreased in AICDA deficiency
In normal nonproductive V H rearrangements, the frequency of mutation in the CDRs in V H genes is 2-fold greater than the frequency of mutations in the FRs after normalization for the number of nucleotides analyzed in each region (Table IV and Ref. 8) . By contrast, in the AICDA-deficient V H rearrangements, the preferential mutation targeting of CDRs was lost. These data indicate that AICDA activity is essential for targeting of mutations to CDRs. Enrichment of mutations is normally observed in CDR regions in the productive repertoire when productive and nonproductive V H rearrangements are compared (Table IV) . However, in the AICDA Ϫ/Ϫ rearrangements, an increased frequency of CDR mutations and a decrease in FR mutations was noted in the productive repertoire and, as a result, the ratio of mutations in CDRs vs FRs was normalized, presumably because of positive selection of CDR mutations and negative selection of FR mutations.
The ratio of replacement:silent mutations (R:S) is 5.3 in normal donor nonproductive CDRs compared with the 3.4 in FRs (Table IV) . a The targeted nucleotide refers to the base in the underlined position (or two positions in WA, where W ϭ A or T). The mutation frequency of the targeted nucleotide inside a motif was calculated from the number of target nucleotide mutations divided by the total number of the motif (or total number of A in WA motifs). To calculate the mutation frequency outside the motif, the total number of base mutations in the sequence minus the number of targeted nucleotide mutations was divided by the total number of the base in the sequence minus the number of target nucleotides inside the motif. The extent of targeting was determined by calculating the fold difference between the mutation frequency inside a motif vs all other positions. b Significant ( p Ͻ 0.0001) difference between AICDA Ϫ/Ϫ and normal controls. c Significant ( p Ͻ 0.01) difference between the nucleotide mutation frequency inside a motif vs all other positions. By comparison, the R:S ratio anticipated by random chance is 4.5 in CDRs and 3.2 in FRs because of codon bias. In normal donors, the R:S ratios of both the CDRs and the FRs in the nonproductive repertoire were 1.5-to 2-fold greater than those of the productive rearrangements, suggesting that large numbers of R mutations in both regions result in the loss of cells, as previously reported (8) . In the absence of AICDA, R substitutions in the nonproductive repertoire were less common in both CDRs and FRs than in normal rearrangements. Notably, R substitutions appeared to be positively selected when occurring in CDRs and not eliminated when occurring in FRs, as evidenced by comparison of R:S ratios in nonproductive and productive rearrangements. Presumably, the very low mutational activity in AICDA Ϫ/Ϫ B cells introduces fewer deleterious mutations so that elimination of rearrangements with R mutations is not greater than the increase resulting from positive selection.
Mutation of individual nucleotides in AICDA deficiency
In the nonproductive AICDA-deficient repertoire, G residues were the most frequently mutated (41%), followed by A (24%), C (17%), and T residues (14%) compared with AϾGϾCϾT in normal donors (Fig. 1) . Similar to normal controls, a bias favoring A mutations more than T mutations was present in AICDA Ϫ/Ϫ B cells. Although POL targets A residues more than T, the absence of targeting in WA motifs suggested that another polymerase, such as POL , POL, or POL, each of which is expressed in human tonsilar B cells, may be contributing to the residual A:T mutations in AICDA Ϫ/Ϫ B cells (29, , 41% vs normal, 27%; p ϭ 0.03). This suggested that a major source of mutation in AICDA-deficient cells was a G:C-focused mutational mechanism (Fig. 1) . AICDA-independent cytidine deamination is the most common form of DNA damage in non-B cells and could contribute to the mutation pattern in AICDA Ϫ/Ϫ B cells (31) . Presumably, this could target both the transcribed and nontranscribed strands with a bias toward the latter with little or no involvement of POL . By comparing the mutation frequency of AICDA Ϫ/Ϫ B cells to our estimated mutation frequency of non-B cells, it appears that AICDAindependent C deamination in B cells is subjected to less of the normal repair mechanisms operative in non-B cells.
AICDA-independent mutations are biased toward transitions
The individual nucleotide substitutions in the AICDA Ϫ/Ϫ nonproductive rearrangements were biased toward transitions (77%), compared with normal donors in which transitions and transversions occur at comparable frequencies (Fig. 1) . The most evident reason for this mutation shift was the significant ( p ϭ 0.01) increase in GϾA transitions and to a lesser extent AϾG transitions. Similarly, mutations in nonproductive AICDA-deficient L chain rearrangements were skewed significantly toward transitions (Fig.  2B) . One of the mechanisms known to contribute to a loss of transversions is UNG deficiency (32) . Even though UNG expression is increased in tonsillar GC cells, UNG may be less active or not accessible when AICDA is not available. A similar phenomenon was noted when mutations in X-HIgM B cells, which are also characterized by less functional AICDA activity, were analyzed. These data suggest that AICDA plays a role not only in the initiation and targeting of SHM, but also in the use of UNG and POL that are involved in processing the AICDA-induced lesion.
Discussion
The current study demonstrated that a small number of mutations can develop in B cell Ig genes of individuals who totally lack expression of AICDA. However, in the absence of AICDA, the mutational frequency is markedly reduced and there is a loss of RGYW/WRCY mutations as well as of mutations in POL -targeted WA motifs. In addition, UNG-dependent transversions were markedly reduced. These results suggest that AICDA induces a process that involves POL and UNG to induce the normal spectrum of SHM. The loss of AICDA results in the absence of a mutational focus on CDRs and a bias toward R mutations in CDRs and, therefore, little ability of SHM to contribute to affinity maturation of the Ab response. Because the measured mutational frequency was relatively low, it was essential to be certain that PCR error did not confound interpretation of the data. PCR amplification of genomic DNA from individual cells with direct sequencing of the PCR products used here has been documented to have a very low PCR error rate (0.8 -1.0 ϫ 10 Ϫ4 ). To confirm this, we sequenced unrearranged Ig V H gene segments from CD19
Ϫ non-B cells and confirmed the very low PCR error rate (0.76 ϫ 10 Ϫ4 ). Thus, few of the detected bp changes could be accounted for by PCR error. Moreover, because the majority of the data related to the absence of expected mutational targeting (G in RGYW, C in WRCY, A in WA), it was unlikely that these few bp changes potentially introduced by the PCR amplification affected the interpretation of the results.
Importantly, the Ig mutation frequency of AICDA Ϫ/Ϫ B cells was greater than that expected from DNA instability in non-B cells. We directly measured the mutational frequency of unrearranged V H 4 genes in non-B cells and determined that it was no more than the PCR error rate. Thus, the mutation frequency of AICDA Ϫ/Ϫ B cells was nearly 10-fold that of Ig genes in non-B cells. Other approaches have been used to estimate the mutation frequency of eukaryotic cells, which is generally reported to be Յ10 Ϫ10 per bp per cell division (33), compared with 1 ϫ 10 Ϫ3 per bp per cell division for Ig genes in B cells (34) . Assuming a DNA length of 240 bp, equivalent to that of V H gene sequences, and that the cells undergo 25 cell divisions, which would yield a predicted Ig gene mutational frequency of 2.5% (similar to that measured for normal B cells), the AICDA-deficient B cells have as much as a 2.8 ϫ 10
5 -fold increase in mutational frequency compared with that of DNA in non-B cells. This estimate does not take into account the increased mutability of Ig genes within B cells, but it clearly is consistent with the current data that the frequency of mutations of Ig genes is significantly greater in AICDA Ϫ/Ϫ B cells than that of non-Ig genes in B cells or Ig genes in non-B cells. Whether this reflects an increased likelihood of introducing bp changes or an altered tendency for error-prone repair is currently unknown.
During the GC reaction, expression of AICDA and multiple enzymes involved in DNA repair and translesion synthesis is uniquely altered, resulting in high-frequency mutation with specific complex patterns targeted to Ig genes. A greater understanding of how individual components contribute to SHM in humans has resulted from the analysis of the Ig gene mutational pattern in B cells from individuals with a deficiency in one of the enzymes involved in SHM or the GC reaction itself. In normal B cells, WA mutations occur both when motifs overlap RGYW/WRCY tetrads, as well as when they are distant (11) . This pattern has made it difficult to distinguish whether the underlying mutation process targeting WA motifs was related to AICDA (35) . The loss of POL activity in xeroderma pigmentosa variant resulted in a reduction in WA mutations, regardless of their position inside or outside RGYW/WRCY motifs, indicated that WA mutations in RGYW/ WRCY were related to POL targeting and not to the direct activity of AICDA (11, 36) . Thus, the loss of POL targeting in WA motifs in the AICDA Ϫ/Ϫ Ig genes may reflect the observation given that pol is constitutively expressed in B cells and not up-regulated upon CD40 ligation to a level of expression that is sustained in GCs that are present and accentuated in size in subjects with AICDA deficiency (3) . Based upon the current finding that there was a marked reduction of WA targeting in AICDA Ϫ/Ϫ B cells, it is likely that AICDA may directly or indirectly recruit POL into a mutation complex. This conclusion is consistent with recent findings that the induction of A/T mutations in a transgenic mutation substrate required a potentially AICDA-targeted G/C site (28) . However, the current data extend this finding to implicate POL as the error-prone polymerase targeting WA motifs in an AICDA-dependent manner. These findings also support the data from X-HIgM studies suggesting a linkage between POL targeting WA within the AICDA-induced lesion. Notably, however, the current data indicate that AICDA is also responsible for recruiting POL activity to sites remote from the AICDA-targeted lesion, possibly through long patch repair (37) .
The AICDA-deficient B cells demonstrated a marked skewing toward transitions, whereas normal B cells had equal numbers of transitions and transversions. A similar skewing toward transitions was attributed to the absence of UNG in a chicken cell line (32) and mouse (38) and human B cells (39) . Importantly, these results suggest a role for AICDA in recruiting UNG2 to sites of AICDA-dependent uracil generation, perhaps by forming a multiprotein structure with proliferating cell nuclear Ag and replication protein A.
The lack of targeting to WRCY/RGYW motifs and the decrease in CDR mutations as well as R substitutions in the CDRs provide support for the proposal that two intrinsic features of Ig genes may have coevolved with AICDA to focus the mutation mechanism on the Ag binding site. First, WRCY/RGYW motifs are more concentrated in CDRs than in the FRs of the V H genes (8) . This may bias the mutational machinery initiated by AICDA to induce mutations preferentially into CDRs, since the current data clearly show that in the absence of AICDA, the bias for replacement mutations to localize into CDRs was markedly reduced. The second feature of Ig genes noted in normal B cells to influence mutational patterning is the biased use of codons that favor replacement substitutions. This was highlighted by the increase in the predicted R:S ratio in CDRs (5.2) compared with FRs (3.4) in the current analysis. It is notable that positive selection of R mutations in the CDRs was apparent with the low mutation frequency of AICDA Ϫ/Ϫ B cells, but was absent from the normal mutated B cells that have a markedly higher mutation frequency compared with AICDA Ϫ/Ϫ mutated B cells. This may be attributed to the increased loss of B cells that accumulate large numbers of mutations either because the R mutations in the CDRs introduce autoreactivity or R mutations in the FRs alter the structural integrity of the molecule (8) . The very low mutation frequency in AICDA Ϫ/Ϫ B cells may make it less likely that deleterious mutations are introduced and, therefore, more probable that positive selection of mutations can be observed.
The residual mutations in AICDA Ϫ/Ϫ Ig genes did not appear to be targeted by a new mutator to an identifiable motif. Moreover, the mutations did not exhibit a pattern of targeting within G-G or Y-Y dinucleotides compatible with oxidative damage to DNA. A likely source of the predominant G/C nucleotide mutations was spontaneous cytidine deamination that is common to all cells but apparently occurs more frequently in Ig genes, possibly because of the general down-regulation of conventional high-fidelity repair during a GC reaction. Spontaneous cytidine deamination occurs without any sequence specificity (31) but is strongly dependent on DNA structure. The rate of deamination is 2 orders of magnitude greater for ssDNA than for dsDNA because of cytosine accessibility during replication or transcription (40) . Although it is possible that the high rate of B cell proliferation during GC reactions (34) or the level of Ig gene transcription makes spontaneous cytidine deamination more likely in B cells, there is no evidence that this is the case. Alternatively, B cells may be more likely to use error-prone repair mechanisms to correct mutations and thereby be more likely to accumulate G mutations. The nature of such errorprone polymerase is currently unknown but the targeting to G/C nucleotides indicates that POL is not involved, leaving POL or POL as likely candidates. In mice it appears that all A/T mutations are attributed to POL recruitment by ⌴S⌯2 (41). However, A/T mutations remain in the pol and msh2 single knockouts when AICDA and UNG are available, suggesting that MSH2 may be capable of recruiting other enzymes if POL is absent or, in the absence of MSH2, error-prone enzymes other than POL may leave a mild A/T footprint. Thus, the mechanism that accounts for the other 40% of mutations in AICDA-deficient B cells remains unknown.
Overall, the mutations that occur in the absence of AICDA are likely to have little impact on the conventional Ag binding site or the nonvariable FR regions that superantigens bind (42). Despite the positive selection of mutated B cells that occurs in AICDA Ϫ/Ϫ subjects, the data suggest that the process may not be sufficiently robust to allow B cells to undergo affinity maturation. The lack of affinity maturation and class switching is reflected in the absence of anti-tetanus IgG Abs in AICDA Ϫ/Ϫ patients after immunization (3), although detailed affinity measurements of these Abs has not been conducted.
In conclusion, the absence of AICDA results in a loss of targeting to known AICDA-and POL -hypermutable motifs and decreased mutation (and R substitutions) in the CDRs. The current study provides evidence that AICDA not only initiates SHM but is also involved in the recruitment of POL and, possibly, UNG. The mutation pattern in AICDA Ϫ/Ϫ B cells suggests that the G:C mutation spectrum is most likely introduced by AICDA-independent cytidine deamination on both DNA strands and a low-level A:T mutation spectrum that is not associated with POL . Finally, because of the loss of CDR targeting, somatic mutation in AICDA Ϫ/Ϫ B cells provides an inefficient mechanism for altering the Ag binding site.
